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Abstract. The rigorous coupled-wave approach (RCWA) was implemented to investigate opti-
cal absorption in a triple-p-i-n-junction amorphous-silicon solar cell with a two-dimensional
(2-D) metallic periodically corrugated backreflector (PCBR). Both total and useful absorptances
were computed against the free-space wavelength λ0 for both s- and p-polarized polarization
states. The useful absorptance in each of the three p-i-n junctions was also computed for normal
as well as oblique incidence. Furthermore, two canonical boundary-value problems were solved
for the prediction of guided-wave modes (GWMs): surface-plasmon-polariton waves and wave-
guide modes. Use of the doubly periodic PCBR enhanced both useful and total absorptances in
comparison with a planar backreflector. The predicted GWMs were correlated with the peaks of
the total and useful absorptances. The excitation of GWMs was mostly confined to λ0 < 700 nm

and enhanced absorption. As excitation of certain GWMs could be correlated with the total
absorptance but not with the useful absorptance, the useful absorptance should be studied while
devising light-trapping strategies. © 2018 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE)
[DOI: 10.1117/1.JNP.12.016017]
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1 Introduction

Amorphous silicon (a-Si) thin-film solar cells provide a viable option to the first-generation
crystalline-silicon (c-Si) solar cells,1 due to their ease of manufacturing and low cost. But
the typical efficiency of a-Si thin-film solar cells is not as high as of c-Si solar cells, due to
the high electron–hole recombination rate and low charge-carrier diffusion lengths in a-Si.2,3

Consequently, light-trapping techniques are necessary to enhance the efficiency of a-Si thin-
film solar cells. Several light-trapping strategies have been studied both experimentally and
theoretically.4,5 Antireflection coatings,6–8 textured front faces,9,10 metallic periodically corru-
gated backreflectors (PCBRs),11–13 particle plasmonics,14 surface plasmonics15–17 and multiplas-
monics,18–20 and waveguide-mode excitation21–23 are attractive for trapping light in solar cells.

Of particular interest is the enhancement of the optical electric field through the excitation of
two types of guided-wave modes (GWMs): surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) waves and wave-
guide modes (WGMs). The periodically corrugated interface of a metal and a semiconductor
that is periodically nonhomogeneous in the thickness direction (identified by the z-axis in
Sec. 2) can guide multiple SPP waves at the same frequency.18,24 Any open-face waveguide with
an air/semiconductor/metal architecture can guide WGMs.22,23,25 Therefore, the incorporation of
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nonhomogeneity along the thickness direction in the semiconductor layers of a solar cell with a
PCBR can enhance photonic absorption.18,21,26 That enhancement would increase the generation
rate of electron–hole pairs.26,27

Much of the theoretical and experimental research done on thin-film solar cells with metallic
PCBRs are confined to devices with a homogeneous semiconductor layer and a metallic back-
reflector with one-dimensionally (1-D) periodic corrugation. An experimental report of broad-
band excitation of multiple SPP waves in a device comprising a 1-D photonic crystal (PC) atop
a 1-D PCBR28 confirmed theoretical predictions29 and spurred research on solar cells containing
piecewise nonhomogeneous semiconductor layers and 1-D PCBRs.18,26,27,30 In a recent study,
experimental excitation of multiple SPP waves and WGMs were reported in a device comprising
a 1-D PC atop a two-dimensional (2-D) PCBR.21 Appropriately designed 2-D PCBRs were
found to be better for the excitation of GWMs than 1-D PCBRs, after the broadband excitation
of GWMs predicted by solving two canonical boundary-value problems was correlated with the
experimentally measured absorption spectra.

In solar-cell research, often the excitation of GWMs is correlated with the total absorptance
Atot of the device,18,23 which, however, is not a good measure of useful photonic absorption in
a solar cell, as photons absorbed in the metallic portions of a solar cell are not available for
conversion into electric current. Therefore, the chief objective for the work reported in this
paper was to determine the spectra of both the total absorptance Atot and the useful absorptance
Asc31 in a tandem solar cell with a 2-D PCBR exposed to either normally or obliquely incident
linearly polarized light. The solar cell was taken to comprise three p-i-n solar cells made of
a-Si alloys32 that can be fabricated using plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor deposition over
planar and patterned substrates. A top layer of aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) was
incorporated to provide a transparent electrode. Also, an AZO layer was taken to be
sandwiched between the 2-D PCBR and the stack of nine semiconductor layers to avoid
the deterioration of the electrical properties of the a-Si alloy closest to the metal,33 which
was chosen to be silver.34 The total absorptance and the useful absorptance calculated
using the rigorous coupled-wave approach (RCWA)24,35,36 were correlated against the pre-
dicted excitations of GWMs.

The plan of this paper is as follows: Sec. 2 is divided into four parts. Section 2.1 presents
the boundary-value problem that can be solved to determine the optical electromagnetic
fields everywhere in a device comprising a stratified, isotropic dielectric material atop a 2-D
PCBR when the device is illuminated by a plane wave. The formulations for useful and
total absorptances are discussed in Sec. 2.2. Section 2.3 provides brief descriptions of the under-
lying canonical problems to predict the excitation of SPP waves and WGMs. Excitation of
GWMs is discussed in Sec. 2.4. Section 3 is divided into two parts. The wavenumbers of
the predicted GWMs are presented in Sec. 3.1. Correlations of the absorptances with the pre-
dicted GWMs are discussed in Sec. 3.2. The paper concludes with some remarks in Sec. 4.

An expð−iωtÞ dependence on time t is implicit, with ω denoting the angular frequency and
i ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

−1
p

. The free-space wavenumber, the free-space wavelength, and the intrinsic impedance

of free space are denoted by k0 ¼ ω
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ0ε0

p
, λ0 ¼ 2π∕k0, and η0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ0∕ε0

p
, respectively, with μ0

being the permeability and ε0 the permittivity of free space. Vectors are underlined; the Cartesian
unit vectors are identified as ûx, ûy, and ûz; and column vectors as well as matrices are in
boldface.

2 Theory in Brief

2.1 Boundary-Value Problem for Tandem Solar Cell

Let us consider the boundary-value problem shown in Fig. 1 for a tandem solar cell containing
three p-i-n junctions. The solar cell occupies the region X∶fðx; y; zÞj −∞ < x < ∞;
−∞ < y < ∞; 0 < z < Ltg, with the half spaces z < 0 and z > Lt occupied by air. The reference
unit cell is identified as R∶fðx; y; zÞj − Lx∕2 < x < Lx∕2;−Ly∕2 < y < Ly∕2;0 < z < Ltg, the
backreflector being periodic along both the x- and y-axes.
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The region 0 < z < Ld ¼ Lw þ Ls þ La is occupied by a cascade of homogeneous layers and
is compactly characterized by the permittivity εdðz; λ0Þ, which is a piecewise constant function of
z. The top layer 0 < z < Lw and the bottom layer Lw þ Ls < z < Ld are made of AZO with per-
mittivity εwðλ0Þ. The semiconductor layers in the region Lw < z < Lw þ Ls are identified in
Fig. 1(b). The region Ld þ Lg < z < Ld þ Lg þ Lm is occupied by a metal with permittivity
εmðλ0Þ.

The region Ld < z < Ld þ Lg, henceforth termed the grating region, contains a periodically
undulating surface with period Lx along the x-axis and period Ly along the y-axis, respectively.
In the grating region, X possesses rectangular symmetry in the xy plane. The permittivity
εgðx; y; z; λ0Þ in the grating region can be stated as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;344

εgðx; y; z; λ0Þ ¼ εmðλ0Þ þ ½εwðλ0Þ − εmðλ0Þ�U½z − g1ðxÞ�U½z − g2ðyÞ�;
jxj < ζxLx∕2; jyj < ζyLy∕2; z ∈ ðLd; Ld þ LgÞ; (1)

where the unit step function

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;282UðσÞ ¼
�
0; σ < 0;
1; σ ≥ 0;

(2)

and ζx ∈ ½0;1� as well as ζy ∈ ½0;1� are the duty cycles. We chose the grating-shape functions

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;230

g1ðxÞ ¼

8><
>:

Ld þ Lg

h
1 − cos

�
2π πx

ζxLx

�i
; x ∈

�
− ζxLx

2
; ζxLx

2

�
Ld þ Lg; x ∈=

�
− ζxLx

2
; ζxLx

2

� (3)

and
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;116;154

g2ðyÞ ¼

8><
>:

Ld þ Lg

h
1 − cos

�
2π πy

ζyLy

�i
; y ∈

�
− ζyLy

2
; ζyζy

2

�
;

Ld þ Lg; y ∈=
�
− ζyLy

2
; ζyLy

2

�
;

(4)

to represent hillocks for all data reported in this paper. The grating-shape functions chosen here
are only for illustration, many other choices fit for experimental study being also available.13

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the tandem solar cell comprising three p-i-n junctions of a-Si alloys on
a 2-D PCBR. The wavevector of the incident plane wave is inclined at angle θ with respect to
the z-axis and angle ψ with respect to the x -axis in the xy plane. (b) Nine semiconductors layers
of the three p-i -n junctions.
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Suppose that an arbitrarily polarized plane wave, propagating in the half space z < 0 at
an angle θ ∈ ½0 deg; 90 degÞwith respect to the z-axis and an angle ψ ∈ ½0 deg; 360 degÞwith
respect to the x-axis in the xy plane, is incident on the plane z ¼ 0. The electric field phasor of
this plane wave can be stated as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;116;687EincðrÞ ¼ ½assð0;0Þ þ appð0;0Þ
þ � expfi½κð0;0Þ þ αð0;0Þ0 ûz� · rg; (5)

where as and ap are the known coefficients of s- and p-polarized components, respectively.
Here and hereafter, the following quantities are used:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;116;628

κðm;nÞ ¼ kðmÞ
x ûx þ kðnÞy ûy

kðmÞ
x ¼ k0 sin θ cos ψ þmð2π∕LxÞ
kðnÞy ¼ k0 sin θ sin ψ þ nð2π∕LyÞ
kðm;nÞ
xy ¼ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
κðm;nÞ · κðm;nÞp

αðm;nÞ
0 ¼ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k20 − κðm;nÞ · κðm;nÞ

q
sðm;nÞ ¼ − kðnÞy

kðm;nÞ
xy

ûx þ kðmÞ
x

kðm;nÞ
xy

ûy

pðm;nÞ
þ ¼ −

�
kðmÞ
x

kðm;nÞ
xy

ûx þ kðnÞy

kðm;nÞ
xy

ûy

�
αðm;nÞ
0

k0
þ kðm;nÞ

xy

k0
ûz

pðm;nÞ
− ¼

�
kðmÞ
x

kðm;nÞ
xy

ûx þ kðnÞy

kðm;nÞ
xy

ûy

�
αðm;nÞ
0

k0
þ kðm;nÞ

xy

k0
ûz

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

; m ∈ Z; n ∈ Z: (6)

As a result of the metallic PCBR being doubly periodic, the x- and y-dependences of
the electric and magnetic field phasors are represented everywhere as an infinite series of
Floquet harmonics as24,35,36

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;116;393

Eðx; y; zÞ ¼ P
m∈Z

P
n∈Z

eðm;nÞðzÞ exp½iκðm;nÞ · r�
Hðx; y; zÞ ¼ P

m∈Z

P
n∈Z

hðm;nÞðzÞ exp½iκðm;nÞ · r�

9=
;; (7)

where

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;116;321

eðm;nÞðzÞ ¼ eðm;nÞ
x ðzÞûx þ eðm;nÞ

y ðzÞûy þ eðm;nÞ
z ðzÞûz

hðm;nÞðzÞ ¼ hðm;nÞ
x ðzÞûx þ hðm;nÞ

y ðzÞûy þ hðm;nÞ
z ðzÞûz

)
(8)

are expansion coefficients. Accordingly, the incident and the reflected electric field phasors are
represented as
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;116;251

Eincðx;y;zÞ¼
P
m∈Z

P
n∈Z

ð½aðm;nÞ
s sðm;nÞ þaðm;nÞ

p pðm;nÞ
þ �expfi½κðm;nÞ þαðm;nÞ

0 ûz� · rgÞ

Erefðx;y;zÞ¼
P
m∈Z

P
n∈Z

ð½rðm;nÞ
s sðm;nÞ þrðm;nÞ

p pðm;nÞ
− �expfi½κðm;nÞ−αðm;nÞ

0 ûz� · rgÞ

9>>=
>>;; z< 0; (9)

and the transmitted electric field phasor as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;116;176Etrðx;y;zÞ¼
X
m∈Z

X
n∈Z

ð½tðm;nÞ
s sðm;nÞ þ tðm;nÞ

p pðm;nÞ
þ �expfi½κðm;nÞ þαðm;nÞ

0 ûz� · ðr−LtûzÞgÞ; z>Lt;

(10)

where the coefficients aðm;nÞ
s ¼ asδm0δn0 and a

ðm;nÞ
p ¼ apδm0δn0 in Eqs. (9) are known with δmm 0

denoting the Kronecker delta, but the coefficients rðm;nÞ
s , rðm;nÞ

p , tðm;nÞ
s , and tðm;nÞ

p in Eqs. (9) and
(10) have to be determined. Finally, the permittivity εðx; y; zÞ everywhere is represented by the
Fourier series
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;116;735εðx; y; zÞ ¼
X
m∈Z

X
n∈Z

εðm;nÞðzÞ expfi½κðm;nÞ − κð0;0Þ� · rg; (11)

where εðm;nÞðzÞ are Fourier coefficients.
Computational tractability requires the expansions in Eqs. (7)–(11) to be truncated to include

only m ∈ f−Mt; : : : ;Mtg and n ∈ f−Nt; : : : ; Ntg, with Mt ≥ 0 and Nt ≥ 0. Furthermore,
a superindex

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;116;653τ ¼ mð2Nt þ 1Þ þ n; m ∈ ½−Mt;Mt�; n ∈ ½−Nt; Nt�; (12)

is defined for convenience. Then, τ ∈ ½−τt; τt�, where τt ¼ 2MtNt þMt þ Nt. Also, both the
mapping from ðm; nÞ to τ and the inverse mapping from τ to ðm; nÞ are injective.37 Thereafter,
column vectors

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e013;116;589

e
̮
σðzÞ ¼ ½eð−τtÞσ ðzÞ; eð−τtþ1Þ

σ ðzÞ; : : : ; eðτt−1Þσ ðzÞ; eðτtÞσ ðzÞ�T
h
̮

σðzÞ ¼ ½hð−τtÞσ ðzÞ; hð−τtþ1Þ
σ ðzÞ; : : : ; hðτt−1Þσ ðzÞ; hðτtÞσ ðzÞ�T

o
; σ ∈ fx; y; zg; (13)

of length 2τt þ 1 are set up, the superscript T denoting the transpose. The Toeplitz matrix38

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e014;116;529ε
̮ ðzÞ ¼

2
66664

ε
̮ ð−τt;−τtÞðzÞ ε

̮ ð−τt;−τtþ1ÞðzÞ · · · ε
̮ ð−τt ;τt−1ÞðzÞ ε

̮ ð−τt;τtÞðzÞ
ε
̮ ð−τtþ1;−τtÞðzÞ ε

̮ ð−τtþ1;−τtþ1ÞðzÞ · · · ε
̮ ð−τtþ1;τt−1ÞðzÞ ε

̮ ð−τtþ1;τtÞðzÞ
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

ε
̮ ðτt−1;−τtÞðzÞ ε

̮ ðτt−1;−τtþ1ÞðzÞ · · · ε
̮ ðτt−1;τt−1ÞðzÞ ε

̮ ðτt−1;τtÞðzÞ
ε
̮ ðτt;−τtÞðzÞ ε

̮ ðτt ;−τtþ1ÞðzÞ · · · ε
̮ ðτt;τt−1ÞðzÞ ε

̮ ðτt;τtÞðzÞ

3
77775 (14)

contains the Fourier coefficients appearing in Eq. (8) with ε
̮ ðτ;τ 0ÞðzÞ ¼ εðm−m 0; n−n 0ÞðzÞ. Finally,

the ð2τt þ 1Þ × ð2τt þ 1Þ Fourier-wavenumber matrices

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e015;116;424

K
̮
x ¼ diag½k

̮ ð−τtÞ
x ; k

̮ ð−τtþ1Þ
x ; : : : ; k

̮ ðτt−1Þ
x ; k

̮ ðτtÞ
x �

K
̮

y ¼ diag½k
̮ ð−τtÞ
y ; k

̮ ð−τtþ1Þ
y ; : : : ; k

̮ ðτt−1Þ
y ; k

̮ ðτtÞ
y �

)
(15)

are set up with k
̮ ðτÞ
x ¼ kðmÞ

x and k
̮ ðτÞ
y ¼ kðnÞy .

The frequency-domain Maxwell curl postulates yield the matrix ordinary differential
equation24

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e016;116;338

d
dz

f
̮
ðzÞ ¼ iP

̮
ðzÞ · f

̮
ðzÞ; (16)

where the 4ð2τt þ 1Þ-column vector

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e017;116;290f
̮
ðzÞ ¼

2
6664
e
̮
xðzÞ
e
̮
yðzÞ
h
̮

xðzÞ
h
̮
yðzÞ

3
7775; (17)

and the 4ð2τt þ 1Þ × 4ð2τt þ 1Þ matrix
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e018;116;215

P
̮
ðzÞ ¼ ω

2
666664

0
̮

0
̮

0
̮

μ0I
̮

0
̮

0
̮

−μ0I
̮

0
̮

0
̮

−ε
̮ ðzÞ 0

̮
0
̮

ε
̮ ðzÞ 0

̮
0
̮

0
̮

3
777775

þ 1

ω

2
666664

0
̮

0
̮

K
̮

x · ½ε
̮ ðzÞ�−1 · K

̮

y −K
̮

x · ½ε
̮ ðzÞ�−1 · K

̮

x

0
̮

0
̮

K
̮

y · ½ε
̮ ðzÞ�−1 · K

̮

y −K
̮

y · ½ε
̮ ðzÞ�−1 · K

̮

x

−μ−10 K
̮

x · K
̮

y μ−10 K
̮

x · K
̮

x 0
̮

0
̮

−μ−10 K
̮

y · K
̮

y μ−10 K
̮

y · K
̮

x 0
̮

0
̮

3
777775; (18)
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contains 0
̮
as the ð2τt þ 1Þ × ð2τt þ 1Þ null matrix and I

̮
as the ð2τt þ 1Þ × ð2τt þ 1Þ identity

matrix.
To solve Eq. (16), the region R is partitioned into a sufficiently large number of thin slices

along the z-direction.24 Each slice is taken to be homogeneous along the z-axis, but it is either
homogeneous or periodically nonhomogeneous along the x- and y-axes; thus, P

̮
ðzÞ is assumed to

be uniform in each slice. Boundary conditions are enforced on the planes z ¼ 0 and z ¼ Lt to
match the fields to the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves, as appropriate. A stable
numerical marching algorithm is then used to determine the Fourier coefficients of the
electric and magnetic field phasors in each slice.24 Finally, the z components of the electric
and magnetic field phasors in the device can be obtained through e

̮
zðzÞ ¼ −½ωεðzÞ�−1 ·

½K
̮

x · h
̮

yðzÞ −K
̮

y · h
̮

xðzÞ� and h
̮

zðzÞ ¼ ðωμ0Þ−1½K
̮

x · e
̮
yðzÞ −K

̮

y · e
̮
xðzÞ�. Thus, the electric

field phasor can be determined everywhere. The entire procedure was implemented on the
Mathematica® platform.

2.2 Total and Useful Absorptances

At any location inside the device, the absorption rate of the monochromatic optical energy per
unit volume is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e019;116;519Qðx; y; zÞ ¼ 1

2
ω Imfεðx; y; zÞgjEðx; y; zÞj2: (19)

The useful absorptance39

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e020;116;469Asc ¼ 2η0
LxLyðjasj2 þ japj2Þ cos θ

ZZZ
Rsc

Qðx; y; zÞdx dy dz (20)

is calculated by integrating Qðx; y; zÞ over the region Rsc ⊂ R occupied by the semiconductor
layers. Likewise, absorptance in the metal is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e021;116;402Amet ¼ 2η0
LxLyðjasj2 þ japj2Þ cos θ

ZZZ
Rmet

Qðx; y; zÞdx dy dz; (21)

where Rmet ⊂ R is the region occupied by the metal. The total absorptance is then the sum

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e022;116;347Atot ¼ Asc þ Amet; (22)

if εw is purely real.
Four reflection and four transmission coefficients of order ðm; nÞ are defined as the elements

in the 2 × 2 matrices appearing in the following relations:24

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e023;116;283

�
rðm;nÞ
s

rðm;nÞ
p

�
¼

�
rðm;nÞ
ss rðm;nÞ

sp

rðm;nÞ
ps rðm;nÞ

pp

�
·

�
as
ap

�
;

�
tðm;nÞ
s

tðm;nÞ
p

�
¼

�
tðm;nÞ
ss tðm;nÞ

sp

tðm;nÞ
ps tðm;nÞ

pp

�
·

�
as
ap

�
: (23)

Coefficients of order (0,0) are classified as specular, whereas coefficients of all other orders are
nonspecular. Four reflectances and four linear transmittances of order ðm; nÞ are defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e024;116;206Rðm;nÞ
sp ¼ Re½αðm;nÞ

0 �
αð0;0Þ0

jrðm;nÞ
sp j2 ∈ ½0;1�; (24)

etc., and two absorptances as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e025;116;144

As ¼ 1 −
Xm¼Mt

m¼−Mt

Xn¼Nt

n¼−Nt

½Rðm;nÞ
ss þ Rðm;nÞ

ps þ Tðm;nÞ
ss þ Tðm;nÞ

ps � ∈ ½0;1�

Ap ¼ 1 −
Xm¼Mt

m¼−Mt

Xn¼Nt

n¼−Nt

½Rðm;nÞ
pp þ Rðm;nÞ

sp þ Tðm;nÞ
pp þ Tðm;nÞ

sp � ∈ ½0;1�

9>>>>=
>>>>;
: (25)
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These are total absorptances in that they contain the contributions of the semiconductors and the
metal in the solar cell. Whereas Atot, Asc, and Amet are defined for incident light of arbitrary
polarization state, As is defined for incident s-polarized light, and Ap for incident p-polarized
light. All absorptances presented in Sec. 3 were calculated for a solar cell comprising just one
triple p-i-n junction, as shown in Fig. 1.

2.3 Canonical Boundary-Value Problems

Two separate canonical boundary-value problems were solved to correlate peaks in the spectra of
various absorptances with the excitation of SPP waves and WGMs. Details on both canonical
problems are available elsewhere39 for the interested reader, but we note the following salient
features of both canonical problems.

2.3.1 SPP waves

The complex-valued wavenumbers q ≠ 0 of SPP waves for a specific value of λ0 were obtained
by solving a canonical boundary-value problem,24,29 with the assumptions that the backreflector
metal occupies the half space z < 0, a periodically semi-infinite cascade of three p-i-n junctions
that occupy the half space z > 0, and there are no AZO layers.

2.3.2 Waveguide modes

An open-faced waveguide is formed by the three p-i-n junctions interposed between two half
spaces, one occupied by air and the other by the backreflector metal of thickness considerably
exceeding the skin depth.40 For a specific value of λ0, this waveguide can support the propagation
of multiple WGMs (with wavenumbers q ≠ 0), which can play significant light-trapping
roles.21–23 We ignored the AZO layers for this canonical problem as well.

2.4 Excitation of SPP Waves and WGMs

Planewave illumination will excite a GWM of wavenumber q as a Floquet harmonic of order
ðm; nÞ, provided that24

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e026;116;348�Re½q� ≃ kðm;nÞ
xy : (26)

When Lx ¼ Ly ¼ L, the right side of Eq. (26) simplifies to yield

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e027;116;301�Re½q∕k0� ≃ f½sin θ þ ðm cos ψ þ n sin ψÞðλ0∕LÞ�2 þ ½ðm sin ψ − n cos ψÞðλ0∕LÞ�2g1
2:

(27)

Since the thickness Ld is finite, shifts in the predictions of θ for specific values of λ0 and ψ are
possible for SPP waves. Also, shifts are possible for both SPP waves and WGMs because both
canonical problems were formulated and solved with Lw ¼ La ¼ 0. Finally, shifts can also be
due to Lg ≠ 0.41 Therefore, for all absorptance spectra presented in this paper, we accepted pre-
dictions of θ from Eq. (27) with �1 deg tolerance. However, let us note that not every possible
GWM is strongly excited by planewave illumination.

Finally, it is important to note that depolarization can occur because the PCBR is doubly
periodic. Accordingly, illumination by a linearly polarized plane wave for a specific value of
ψ can excite a GWM of a different polarization state propagating in a direction specified by
the angle φ that may differ from ψ .21,42

3 Numerical Results and Discussion

All optical and geometric parameters were chosen only to illustrate the relationships of the
WGMs to total and useful absorptances but still are representative of actual tandem solar
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cells.30 The compositions, band gaps, and thicknesses of the nine hydrogenated a-Si alloys
for the nine semiconductor layers are presented in Table 1. The permittivity of each alloy was
calculated as a function of λ0, using a model provided by Ferlauto et al.18,32 The spectra of
all nine permittivities, normalized by ε0, are plotted in Fig. 2. The 2-D PCBR was taken to
be made of silver.34 The refractive index of AZO was taken as a function of λ0 from Gao
et al.43

The following dimensions were chosen: Lw ¼ 100 nm, La ¼ 60 nm, Lg ¼ 80 nm,
Lm ¼ 30 nm, Lx ¼ Ly ¼ 400 nm, and ζx ¼ ζy ¼ 1. We used Mt ¼ Nt accordingly.
Furthermore, we used Mt ≤ 12, which ensured the convergence of all nonzero reflectances
and absorptances to within�1% for every λ0 ∈ f500;502; : : : ; 898;900g nm. Here, convergence
was defined to have occurred when there was a difference not exceeding 1% in magnitude
between the results for Mt ¼ N − 1 and Mt ¼ N. Higher values of Mt were found to be neces-
sary for higher λ0 as the chosen semiconductor alloys are then less absorbing and the effect of
grating is more pronounced.

3.1 Prediction of GWM Wavenumbers

The real parts of the normalized wavenumbers q∕k0 of SPP waves are presented in Fig. 3 as
functions of λ0 ∈ f500;501; : : : ; 899;900g nm. These wavenumbers are organized into three
branches (labeled s1 − s3) for s-polarized SPP waves and seven branches (labeled p1 − p7)
for p-polarized SPP waves. The real parts of the normalized wavenumbers q∕k0 of the
WGMs are presented in Fig. 4. These wavenumbers are arranged into six branches for both
s- and p-polarized WGMs labeled s1 − s6 and p1 − p6, respectively.

Table 1 Compositions, band gaps, and thicknesses of hydrogenated a-Si alloys used for the nine
semiconductor layers in the triple-p-i -n-junction tandem solar cell.

Layer Composition Bandgap (eV) Thickness (nm)

1p a-Si1−uCu∶H 1.95 20

1i a-Si:H 1.8 200

1n a-Si:H 1.8 20

2p a-Si1−uCu∶H 1.95 20

2i a-Si1−uGeu∶H 1.58 200

2n a-Si:H 1.8 20

3p a-Si:H 1.8 20

3i a-Si1−uGeu∶H 1.39 200

3n a-Si:H 1.8 20

Fig. 2 Spectra of the relative permittivity ε∕ε0 of the different semiconductor alloys used in the
triple-p-i-n-junction tandem solar cell.
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3.2 Absorptances and Correlation with Predictions

Calculations of As and Ap as functions of λ0 ∈ ½500;900� nm were made for the chosen triple-
p-i-n-junction tandem solar cell with a 2-D PCBR. In addition, we computed the spectra of the
useful absorptances

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e028;116;366

Asc
s ¼ Ascjap¼0

Asc
p ¼ Ascjas¼0

�
: (28)

The spectra of As, Ap, A
sc
s , and Asc

p for λ0 ∈ ½500;900� nm for solar cells with and without
corrugations (Lg ¼ 80 nm and Lg ¼ 0, respectively) were examined for several combinations of
θ and ψ .39 For the sake of illustration, data are presented in Figs. 5–8 only for the following two
directions of incidence:

1. fψ ¼ 1 deg; θ ¼ 1 degg, and
2. fψ ¼ 45 deg; θ ¼ 15 degg.

The choice of 1 deg instead of 0 deg for the incidence angles helps avoid spurious results asso-

ciated with the computation of distinct eigenvalues of P
̮
ðzÞ when the RCWA is implemented.

Also shown in these figures are the spectra of the useful absorptances Ascm
s and Ascm

p in the m’th
p-i-n junction, m ∈ f1;2; 3g, for incident s- and p-polarized plane waves, respectively.

The excitation of a GWM is marked by an absorptance peak. Therefore, values of
λ0 ∈ ½500;900� nm for which the solutions of the two canonical problems (with the assumption
that Lw ¼ La ¼ 0) predicted the excitation of SPP waves and WGMs for θ ∈ ½0 deg; 2 deg� ∪
½14 deg; 16 deg� are also identified in Figs. 5–8. Red arrows indicate the excitation of SPP
waves that matched with both total absorptances (As and Ap) and useful absorptances (Asc

s

and Asc
p ); black arrows indicate WGMs that matched with both total absorptances and useful

absorptances; blue arrows indicate the excitation of SPP waves that correlated with total absorp-
tances but not with useful absorptances; and purple arrows indicate the excitation of WGMs that
correlated with total absorptances but not with useful absorptances.

Fig. 4 Real parts of the normalized wavenumbers q∕k0 of s- and p-polarized WGMs obtained
after solving the relevant canonical boundary-value problem.

Fig. 3 Real parts of the normalized wavenumbers q∕k0 of s- and p-polarized SPPwaves obtained
after solving the relevant canonical boundary-value problem.
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Fig. 6 Same as Fig. 5 except that Lg ¼ 0.

Fig. 7 Same as Fig. 5, except that θ ¼ 15 deg and ψ ¼ 45 deg.

Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 7, except that Lg ¼ 0.

Fig. 5 Spectra of (a) As, A
sc
s , Asc1

s , Asc2
s , and Asc3

s and (b) Ap, A
sc
p , Asc1

p , Asc2
p , and Asc3

p of the triple-
p-i-n-junction tandem solar cell, when ψ ¼ 1 deg and θ ¼ 1 deg. Red arrows indicate the exci-
tation of SPP waves that matched with both total absorptances (As and Ap) and useful absorp-

tances (Asc
s and Asc

p ); black arrows indicate WGMs that matched with both total absorptances and
useful absorptances; blue arrows indicate the excitation of SPP waves that correlated with total
absorptances but not with useful absorptances; and purple arrows indicate the excitation of WGMs
that correlated with total absorptances but not with useful absorptances.
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3.2.1 Case 1: {ψ = 1 deg, θ = 1 deg}

Spectra of As, Ap, A
sc
s , and Asc

p for {ψ = 1 deg, θ = 1 deg} calculated with Lg ¼ 80 nm are
presented in Fig. 5. Also, spectra of the same quantities calculated with Lg ¼ 0 are presented
in Fig. 6 for comparison. Tables 2 and 3 contain values of λ0 ∈ ½500;900� nm for which the
excitation of either an SPP wave or a WGM as a Floquet harmonic of order ðm; nÞ is predicted.

The Asc
s -peak at λ0 ≈ 728 nm in Fig. 5 occurs close to the wavelength λ0 ≈ 730 nm predicted

for the excitation of an s-polarized SPP wave as a Floquet harmonic of order (1,0) at
θ ¼ 0.856 deg as shown in Table 2. This is the only SPP wave that correlated with peaks of
both Asc

s and As.
The As-peak in Fig. 5 at

• λ0 ≈ 845 nm is due to the excitation of an s-polarized SPP wave as a Floquet harmonic of
order (1,1) predicted at θ ¼ 0.088 deg in Table 2.

• λ0 ≈ 897 nm matches well with the excitation of a p-polarized SPP wave as a Floquet
harmonic of order (1,0) predicted at θ ¼ 0.847 deg in Table 2.

• λ0 ≈ 754 nm is related with the excitation of a p-polarized WGM as a Floquet harmonic of
order ð−2;0Þ predicted at θ ¼ 1.145 deg in Table 3.

• λ0 ≈ 892 nm is the excitation of a p-polarized WGM as a Floquet harmonic of order
ð−1;1Þ predicted at θ ¼ 1.198 deg in Table 3.

Excitation of these GWMs correlated only with the total absorptance As but not with
the useful absorptance Asc

s , which indicates that not every Asc
s -peak can be matched to an

Table 2 Values of λ0 ∈ ½500;900� nm (calculated at 1-nm intervals) for which the excitation of
an SPP wave as a Floquet harmonic of order ðm; nÞ is predicted for θ ∈ ½0 deg; 2 deg� and
ψ ¼ 1 deg, for the tandem solar cell with a 2-D PCBR. The SPP waves strongly excited in
Fig. 5 are highlighted in bold.

Pol. state λ0 (nm) Refq∕k0g θ deg ðm; nÞ
s 730 1.816 0.856 (1,0)

s 845 2.988 0.088 (1,1)

p 570 2.027 0.991 (1,1)

p 640 2.029 1.024 ð�1;0Þ

p 680 1.678 1.228 (1,0)

p 897 2.988 0.847 (1,0)

Table 3 Same as Table 2, except that the relevant excitations of WGMs are indicated. TheWGMs
strongly excited in Fig. 5 are highlighted in bold.

Pol. state λ0 (nm) Refq∕k0g θ deg ðm; nÞ
s 663 3.685 1.334 ð−2;1Þ
s 711 3.536 1.076 ð−2;0Þ
s 786 1.948 0.948 ð−1;0Þ
s 834 2.938 0.838 ð−1;1Þ
s 898 3.163 0.902 ð−1;1Þ
p 754 3.750 1.145 ð−2;0Þ
p 797 3.963 1.206 ð−2;0Þ
p 827 2.910 1.121 ð−1;1Þ
p 892 3.138 1.198 ð−1;1Þ
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As-peak that is correlated with the excitation of a GWM.21,44 Accordingly, useful absorptance,
not the overall absorptance, needs to be studied for solar cells. Contributions to the overall
absorptance are made both by the semiconductor layers and the metallic PCBR, but the con-
tribution of the latter is useless for harvesting solar energy.

The Asc
p -peak in Fig. 5 at λ0 ≈ 786 nm is due to the excitation of an s-polarized WGM as a

Floquet harmonic of order ð−1;0Þ predicted at θ ¼ 0.948 deg in Table 3. The Ap-peak at

• λ0 ≈ 834 nm is due to the excitation of a p-polarized WGM as a Floquet harmonic of order
ð−1;1Þ predicted at θ ¼ 0.838 deg in Table 3.

• λ0 ≈ 845 nm matches well with the excitation of a p-polarized SPP wave as a Floquet
harmonic of order (1,1) predicted at θ ¼ 0.088 deg in Table 2.

On comparing Figs. 5 and 6, we note that the GWMs are excited at λ0 > 700 nm. Also,
the total absorptance for Lg ¼ 80 nm exceeds that for Lg ¼ 0 in the same spectral regime.
This increase is largely due to the increases in Asc3

s and Asc3
p , i.e., in the p-i-n junction

closest to the PCBR. Furthermore, increases in both total and useful absorptances for
λ0 ∈ ½634;680� nm, regardless of the polarization state of the incident light, were observed
with the use of the PCBR rather than a planar backreflector. In addition, depolarization due
to the 2-D periodicity of the PCBR is evident from the excitation of WGMs that are not of
the same polarization state as the incident light.

3.2.2 Case 2: {ψ = 45 deg, θ = 15 deg}

Calculated spectra of As, Ap, A
sc
s , and Asc

p for fψ ¼ 45 deg; θ ¼ 15 degg with Lg ¼ 80 nm are

presented in Fig. 7. Also, the spectra As, Ap, A
sc
s , and Asc

p calculated with Lg ¼ 0 for the same
incident direction are presented in Fig. 8. Tables 4 and 5 contain values of λ0 ∈ ½500;900� nm for
which the excitation of either an SPP wave or a WGM as a Floquet harmonic of order ðm; nÞ is
predicted from analysis of Figs. 3 and 4.

No Asc
s -peak could be correlated with the excitation of a GWM. The As-peak at

• λ0 ≈ 800 nm is related to the excitation of a p-polarized SPP wave as a Floquet harmonic
of order either (1,0) or (0,1) predicted at θ ¼ 14.952 deg in Table 4.

• λ0 ≈ 870 nm is due to the excitation of a p-polarized SPP wave as a Floquet harmonic of
order either ð−1;0Þ or ð0;−1Þ predicted at θ ¼ 15.880 deg in Table 4.

• λ0 ≈ 764 nm is associated with the excitation of a p-polarized WGM as a Floquet
harmonic of order ð−1;−2Þ predicted at θ ¼ 15.141 deg in Table 5.

• λ0 ≈ 778 nm arises due to the excitation of a p-polarized WGM as a Floquet harmonic of
order either ð−2;0Þ or ð0;−2Þ predicted at θ ¼ 15.411 deg in Table 5.

Table 4 Values of λ0 ∈ ½500;900� nm (calculated at 1-nm intervals) for which the excitation of
an SPP wave as a Floquet harmonic of order ðm; nÞ is predicted for θ ∈ ½0 deg; 2 deg� and
ψ ¼ 45 deg, for the tandem solar cell backed by a 2-D PCBR. The SPP waves strongly excited
in Fig. 7 are highlighted in bold.

Pol. state λ0 (nm) Refq∕k0g θ deg ðm;nÞ
s 647 2.581 15.529 (1,1)

s 690 2.193 14.231 ð−1;−1Þ

p 565 2.272 15.955 ð1;1Þ

p 620 1.734 14.365 ð1;0Þ; ð0;1Þ

p 750 2.404 14.315 ð−1;−1Þ

p 800 2.190 14.952 (1,0), (0,1)

p 870 2.376 15.880 ð−1; 0Þ; ð0;−1Þ
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The Asc
p -peak at λ0 ≈ 647 nm is related with the excitation of an s-polarized SPP wave as a

Floquet harmonic of order (1,1) at θ ¼ 15.529 deg in Table 4. No other Asc
p - or Ap-peak

was found to be correlated with GWM excitation. These results underscore the fact that useful
absorptance is not necessarily enhanced by the excitation of a GWM. However, there are useful-
and total-absorptance peaks that could not predicted by the canonical boundary-value problems.

On comparing Figs. 7 and 8, increases in both total and useful absorptances for
λ0 ∈ ½640;670� nm, regardless of the polarization state of the incident light, become evident
with the use of the PCBR rather than a planar backreflector. On comparison with normal illumi-
nation (Sec. 3.2.1) for which GWMswere excited only for λ0 > 700 nm, an SPP wave is excited at
λ0 ¼ 647 nm for oblique illumination. This is in accord with the blueshifts of SPP waves expected
for oblique illumination18,42 as well as with the angular trends in Figs. 3 and 4.

Apart from the SPP wave excited at λ0 ¼ 647 nm, all other GWMs are excited at
λ0 > 700 nm. The polarization state of an excited GWM may not be the same as that of the
incident light because the 2-D PCBR is a depolarizing agent. Finally, the total absorptance
increases in the same spectral regime with the use of the PCBR in comparison with a planar
backreflector, for either polarization state of the incident light, which is largely due to the
increases in Asc3

s and Asc3
p , i.e., in the p-i-n junction closest to the PCBR.

4 Concluding Remarks

The effect of a 2-D PCBR on the absorptance of light in a triple-p-i-n-junction thin-film solar
cell was studied using the RCWA. Total absorptances and useful absorptances for incident s- and
p-polarized light were computed against the free-space wavelength for two different incidence
directions. Calculations were also made of the useful absorptance in each of the three p-i-n
junctions. Furthermore, two canonical boundary-value problems were solved for the prediction
of GWMs. The predicted GWMs were correlated with the peaks of the total and useful absorp-
tances for both linear polarization states.

Numerical studies led to the following conclusions:

• Regardless of the illumination direction and the polarization state of the incident light,
increases in useful and total absorptances for λ0 < 700 nm arise from the replacement
of a planar backreflector by a 2-D PCBR.

• The triple-p-i-n-junction tandem solar cell made of a-Si alloys is highly absorbing for
λ0 < 700 nm, so that the excitation of SPP waves in this regime is unnoticeable.

• Both SPP waves and WGMs are excited for λ0 > 700 nm for both normal and oblique
illumination. An SPP wave excited at λ0 ¼ 647 nm for oblique illumination is in accord
with blueshifting of SPP waves with increasing obliqueness of illumination.

• Some of the excited GWMs directly contribute to the increase in useful absorptance of the
solar cell backed by a 2-D PCBR. This increase is largely due to enhanced absorptance in
the p-i-n junction closest to the 2-D PCBR.

Table 5 Same as Table 4, except that the relevant excitations of WGMs are indicated. TheWGMs
strongly excited in Fig. 7 are highlighted in bold.

Pol. state λ0 (nm) Refq∕k0g θ deg ðm;nÞ
s 732 3.484 15.004 ð−2;0Þ; ð0;−2Þ

s 807 3.858 14.931 ð−2;0Þ; ð0;−2Þ

p 764 4.023 15.141 ð−1;−2Þ

p 778 3.706 15.411 ð−2; 0Þ; ð0;−2Þ

p 664 3.641 14.287 ð−2;1Þ

p 732 3.477 15.355 ð−2;0Þ; ð0;−2Þ

p 821 3.925 15.098 ð−2;0Þ; ð0;−2Þ
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• Depolarization due to the 2-D periodicity of the PCBR is evident from the excitation of
GWMs that are not of the same polarization state as the incident light.

• Excitation of certain GWMs could be correlated with the total absorptance but not with
the useful absorptance.

When devising light-trapping strategies, the useful, but not the total absorptance, needs to be
focused on. Although reduction of reflectance is a worthwhile objective, meeting it will not
necessarily boost the useful absorptance. We conclude with the recommendation that material
and geometric parameters need to be optimized for efficiency enhancement.
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